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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following contributed to the systemic failure

during the credit crisis that began in 2007?
A. Moral hazard from the strategy of 'originate and distribute'
B. All of the above
C. Stress tests that did not stress enough
D. Inadequate attention paid to liquidity risk
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
All the factors listed above contributed to systemic failure.
Liquidity risk was not on the radar of regulators, and was a
second priority for risk managers, and most of the focus was on
capital adequacy as liquidity was thought to be an unlikely
problem. Liquidity, regardless of capital adequacy, was the
primary cause of failure of a number of institutions during the
crisis.
Similarly, stress tests proved to be much milder than the
shocks that were actually experienced, and the strategy of
'originate and distribute' implied that the mortgage and other
debt originators had no interest in any due diligence as they
intended to package and sell the debt to other investors.
Therefore Choice 'd' is the correct answer.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Recently, the system password for the resource manager id
rmadmin of RM B expired. On the system with RM B, the
administrator updated the following:
1. System password for the rrnadmin
2. Database password for rrnadmin in RM B database for resource
manager
3. Resource manager datasource password for rmedmin in
WebSphere Application Server with RM B application
After this action was taken, the administrator noticed errors
and replication has stopped working from RM A to RM B.
How should the administrator correct the problem using the
System Administration Client?
A. Select Resource Managers, select RM A.
select Server Definitions for RM B and update RM B password
B. Select Resource Managers, select RM A.
select Server Definitions for RM A and update RM A password
C. Select Resource Managers, select RM B, select Server
Definitions for RM B and update RM &amp; password
D. Select Resource Managers, select RM B, select Server
Definitions for RM A and update RM A password
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLQWS_8.4.3/com.
ibm.administeringcm.doc/ trs10066.htm

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

C
D
A
B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Assuming that the entire network topology is shown, what is the
operational status of the interfaces of R2 as indicated by the
command output shown?
A. The interfaces are functioning correctly.
B. The operational status of the interfaces cannot be
determined from the output shown.
C. Two interfaces have problems.
D. One interface has a problem.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The output shown shows normal operational status of the
router's interfaces. Serial0/0 is down because it has been
disabled using the "shutdown" command.
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